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QUESTION 1

Standard picklist fields can be controlling. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Standard picklist fields can be controlling fields but not dependent fields. 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has a customer base where many customers have the same or similar company names. 

Which functionality should be configured to improve an end user\\'s search experience? (Choose two.) 

A. Update the account search layouts search filter fields. 

B. Update the account search layouts accounts tab columns displayed. 

C. Update the account search layouts search results columns displayed. 

D. Update the account search layouts list view filter settings. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

You\\'ve developed some new functionality in production, but there are concurrent development projects in a developer
sandbox. 

What\\'s the best way to make sure the changes in production and projects in development are both merged? 

A. Simply refresh the developer sandbox. 

B. Copy all of the sandbox metadata to a file system, then refresh the developer sandbox, and finally deploy all the
metadata to the developer sandbox. 

C. Create a new sandbox, and then deploy from your developer sandbox to the new sandbox. 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers introduces a custom object called Service, which has a lookup to Account. Field enter Service
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using the Salesforce1 mobile app. Operators create new Service records when viewing Account name which needs to
automatically display the current Account. How can this be accomplished? 

A. Create an action in the Service object and add it to the Account page layout 

B. Create an action in the Service object and add it to the Service page layout 

C. Create an action in the Account object and add it to the Service page layout. 

D. Create an action in the Account object and add it to the Account page layout. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A custom app can include one or more custom tabs. 

What kind of custom tabs can be included in an application? 

A. Lightning Page Tab 

B. Visualforce Tab 

C. Custom Object Tab 

D. All of the Above 

Correct Answer: D 
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